Arizona’s energy efficiency industry is thriving. Let’s keep it that way.

Over 43,000 people work in Arizona’s growing energy-efficiency sector. Energy efficiency jobs:

- are woven throughout Arizona’s economy, from manufacturing to professional services to engineering
- include a range of professions; twenty-three are shown here

From design and construction to weatherization work, Arizona’s energy efficiency workforce matters.

Energy efficiency improves quality of life. It:

- creates jobs
- grows the economy
- saves Arizonans money on their energy bills, helping balance family budgets

Please support policies and programs that will help keep Arizona’s energy efficiency workforce strong.
Introducing a few of the 43,000+ Arizona energy efficiency pros

-Ray Hawksley, Energy Trust of Oregon, Gold Canyon, AZ District: AZ04
-Julie Stanton, Site Plus, LLC Phoenix, AZ District: AZ09
-Mark Addler, ThermAir Systems, Mesa, AZ District: AZ09
-Toni Thompson, Keller Williams Integrity First Realty, Gilbert, AZ District: AZ05
-James Dinan, Bel-Aire Mechanical, Phoenix, AZ District: AZ07
-Jerret Fischer, Salt River Project, Tempe, AZ District: AZ09
-Octavio Ezquerra, cflFOAM, Inc., Scottsdale, AZ District: AZ06
-Steve McKinney, Arizona System Analysis Professionals, LLC, Gilbert, AZ District: AZ05
-Frank Stilts, Speed Rod, Tucson, AZ District: AZ02
-Robert Stewart, GTAB, LLC, Mesa, AZ District: AZ05
-Alex Williams, Ideal Energy, LLC, Tempe, AZ District: AZ09
-erin Easter, Lapolla Industries, Inc., Phoenix, AZ District: AZ09
-Michael Pair, MLP Consulting, LLC, Phoenix, AZ District: AZ06
-Jim Burkett, Bel-Aire Mechanical, Glendale, AZ District: AZ08
-Allen Hendrix, Able Balance AZ, LLC, Tempe, AZ District: AZ09
-Patrick Addler, ThermAir Systems, Phoenix, AZ District: AZ09

[I am a] sheet metal worker & [the] apprenticeship coordinator.

Albert Blanco, Jr., Sheet Metal Workers Local 359, Phoenix, AZ District: AZ07

I educate contractors and employees on the importance of EE.

Carol Goguen, SMACNA Arizona, Phoenix, AZ District: AZ08

@FacesOfEE
Introducing a few of the 43,000+ Arizona energy efficiency pros

Steve Hurd, Accella Polyurethane Systems, Glendale, AZ District: AZ08

Sharon Bonesteel, Salt River Project, Sun City, AZ District: AZ08

Marcos Guzman, Neighborhood Services Department - City of Phoenix, Phoenix, AZ District: AZ07

“I develop work plans] to get the best energy efficient home possible.”